We explore the potential of applying a contextual shape matching algorithm to the domain of video stabilization. This method is a natural fit for finding the point correspondences between subsequent frames in a video. By using global contextual information, this method outperforms methods which only consider local features in cases where the shapes involved have high degrees of self-similarity, or change in appearance significantly between frames while maintaining a similar overall shape. Furthermore, this method can also be modified to account for rotationally invariant data and low frame rate videos. Though computationally-intensive, we found it to provide better results than existing methods without significantly increasing computational costs.
1. Introduction. Many videos suffer from a shaking or moving camera, and these camera movements tend to only distract the viewer from the subject matter. However, these movements can be fixed in software, in a process known as video stabilization. Many methods focus on point correspondences, where points from one frame of the video are matched with points in the next frame [2, 9, 13, 3] . If a transformation that aligns the points from one frame with their corresponding points in the other frame can be found, then the underlying video frames can be aligned using the same transformation. Points are matched using descriptors, which quanitify characteristics of the points, so that points with the best matching descriptors are the most likely to be matching on the underlying frames. These descriptors are traditionally based on local features, which are the properties of the region of the frame surrounding a point. We have borrowed the descriptor outlined by Belongie, Malik and Puzicha [4] which describes a point using the distribution of points around it. This descriptor differs fundamentally from the local feature descriptors in that is contextual; it depends not on the actual traits of the video frame, but rather on the set of key points selected from the frame. It is also more global than local, since it considers points far away from a given point in computing the descriptor rather than just a small image patch under the point. This global contextual descriptor was originally used to find point correspondences for recognizing shapes against a library of templates, but our work transplants it to find point correspondences across consecutive frames of a video.
2. Problem Statement. Methods that rely on being able to distinguish local features will fail on pathological videos where many regions are near identical. These methods try to identify points in a frame by the image patch surrounding them, and thereby ignore significant useful information such as the overall structure of the frame. Our method replaces the local feature descriptors with the global contextual descriptor used by the Belongie, Malik and Puzicha [4] (BMP) shape matching algorithm. This descriptor, here after known as the BMP descriptor, looks at the point's context within the frame. It can therefore take into account broad structural aspects and work well even on data where local features fail to distinguish points. The properties of the BMP descriptor are desirable in aligning videos where other methods fail, such as low frame rate videos where the content changes significantly between frames. The BMP descriptor relies mainly on a global context rather than pixel intensities, so it avoids making assumptions about the data set maintaining similar intensities throughout. This assumption is inherent in matching descriptors of local features, and also pervades alternative methods such as Lucas Kanade feature tracking [8] and other optical flow methods [6, 5] that try to identify regions moving between frames based on their appearance. The features from the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) have also been used for video stabilization [3] due to being invariant under image scaling, rotation, and illumination; however, these features are complicated and expensive to compute, and the SIFT features still rely on the feature tracked reamining visually similar throughout in terms of intensity changes.
The BMP descriptor's reliance on contextual information about the points allows it to overcome these other methods in challenging situations where the video frames change not just by changing illumination and movement, but also by changes in the addition and removal of textural information used by these other methods. To our knowledge, the application of the BMP descriptor to video stabilization is novel, although it has already been applied to matching points across images of a scene from multiple angles for the purpose of filling in regions of missing information in one angle using the information seen in the matching region from another angle [7] . We have examined the efficacy of the BMP descriptor for video stabilization and compared this method to a method using local feature descriptors and RAndom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) to select the best matches [13] .
The RANSAC method can be summarized as follows, and it will be described more fully in the comparison with our method in section 5.1. A video frame is passed to a corner detector, which returns a collection of points at locations that appear to be the meeting point of two edges or transitions in the image. Each point is then given a local feature descriptor equal to a small image patch under the point. This process is done on each frame in the video. Then, starting at the first frame, the points in the frame are compared with the points in the next frame by comparing the descriptors of the points. Many potential matches of a point in the earlier frame to a point in the later frame are made. In all but the most trivial of examples, significant portions of these matches will be incorrect and severely hinder the accuracy of the method, so the matches are pared down by RANSAC, which takes random samples of point matches and removes the matches that seem to not agree with the majority of matches. This hopefully results in a set of matches that are consistent in the transformation between frames that they suggest. After this process is performed for each pair of consecutive frames in the video, the matches are used to compute transformations to align each video frame to the preceding one and thereby stabilize the entire video.
This existing method works well with general videos [2] , but we have identified two data sets that exhibit properties that lead to poor results and sometimes outright failure. However, the BMP descriptor is well suited to handle even these pathological cases. The particulars of these data sets will be expanded upon in the following section.
The BMP descriptor is invariant under translation, and robust to small affine transformations [4] ; which is applicable because we can reasonably assume that successive frames differ only by a small transformation. However, when the frame rate is low or when trying to align non-successive frames, the misalignment may be too large. We extend the BMP descriptor to be rotationally invariant such that it is still applicable in cases of frame rotation. [10] 3. Input Data. We utilize two types of data in our research, each with its own particular characteristics that prove challenging for local features. We examine contextual point matching for video stabilization using sea shell sketch data and video time lapses of the North Star, Polaris [1] .
3.1. Sea Shell Sketch Input Data. We have a sequence of sea shell sketches (Fig.3 .1) that were taken at different stages of the drawing. The frames were taken at different camera positions and at different scales. The goal is to stabilize these frames to get a video that, at each frame, shows only the added details to the drawing. In this case, the video stabilization offers a helpful means of creating a smooth time-lapse of a drawing that can help artists view and analyze the process more clearly.
The sea shell sketches data set demonstrates several interesting challenges not found in many videos:
• The early images are done in faint pencil, and the contrast differs sharply from the dark ink present in the later images. This inconsistency forces the method to be highly robust to changes in aspects other than shape.
• The sea shell displays a high degree of self-similarity due to its spiral shape. Enlarging or rotating the basic spiral shape results in another spiral very similar to the original. This provides a significant hurdle to shape-matching for alignment, and forces our method to take into account all the detail of the sketches to find the aspects which uniquely determine the overall sketch orientation.
• The content of the image sequence changes dramatically. New details are added with every subsequent frame, and the amount added between images varies. This poses a major challenge, as we consider each point's context in the overall point distribution. The distribution changes between frames, but our method is still very robust under such aberrations. To align the frames, we need to be able to consistently find stars that match from frame to frame. However, one can observe in the original video that some stars fade in and out in various frames. These flickering stars make the alignment process more difficult. An additional challenge is that local information is insufficient to find corresponding stars; any star-centered image patch is going to look roughly the same as a bright spot on a patch of black. For this data set, it is very important to use contextual information to find correspondences.
4. Algorithm Description. 4.1. Method. Our method is broken into a few main steps. For every frame in the video, the same repeating process is used.
1. Find key points in the image.
2. For each point, compute descriptors that represent important characteristics of that point.
3. For each point, find the key point in the previous frame with the best matching descriptors.
4. Use the resulting matches to compute a transformation to align the two frames.
To find the key points in each frame in the sea shell sketch, we first preprocessed each frame, and then apply an existing corner detector supplied by Rosten and Drummond [11, 12] . We won't go into detail about the corner detector, as the scope of our research is limited to finding point correspondences and other methods of choosing the key points could be used. However, we will further explain the preliminary image processing we did to add robustness to our method later in section 4.2.1. For the star data, we select the centroids of the stars as the key points. The method for doing so is discussed in Section 4.5.
The various descriptors that are computed compose the core of this research, and they are described in greater detail in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The descriptors capture the useful information for matching points.
The matching is done through a naive, but effective, strategy in which a matching cost is computed for each pair of points across the two frames, and the minimal values are used to find each point's match. More detail on this selection process is given in section 4.4.
The transformation is computed from the point correspondences by solving for a best-fit nonreflective similarity transform. This model finds the best transformation using rotation, scaling, and translation to align the points. These three elements cover almost all expected changes between subsequent frames of a video; large changes in skew, perspective deformations or reflections are unlikely. This model is always over-determined, and we utilize a least-squares optimization to define the best-fit transform.
All the transformations were computed relative to the initial frame by multiplying the sequence of transformation matrices to align the successive frames. This result was more efficient and produced clearer results than sequentially aligning frames to their previous ones. The sequential approach results in significant blurring caused by multiple interpolations.
Point Selection.
Due to the different challenges our data impose, we employed a variety of preprocessing strategies to improve the selection of points in each frame.
Preprocessed Frames for Seashell Sketch Data.
Before passing the frame to the corner detector, we apply some basic image processing to help provide consistent detection. The goal is to create frames with much of the extraneous detail and noise removed; the corner detector will produce more consistent points across frames when working with only the major edges within the frame. In the case of our sample data of the seashell sketch, this preprocessing allowed the method to successfully align the early faint pencil sketches along with the later dark ink frames by normalizing the differences in contrast between the sketch and the paper. The exact steps used in the preprocessing step are as follows, starting with the video frame as a 2D array of pixels with three channels in the Red Green Blue (RGB) colorspace per pixel:
1. Emphasize all the edges in the frame. This is done with a basic edge emphasis filter, with the given kernel below, that assigns each pixel the difference of its neighbors. Thus pixels with wildly different neighbors, such as one on an edge, will get high magnitude values, while pixels in regions of near-constant color will near-zero values. The exact values resulting from this will be later normalized. 4. Apply a median filter to remove the numerous specks of noise that have been vastly amplified by the previous steps since edge filters are quite sensitive to noise. Any aberrant specks are removed, while the broad major edges emphasized remain.
Preprocessed Frames for Star Data.
Before applying our frame alignment algorithms, we preprocess the star images by removing inconsistent stars that tend to fade in and out. These flickering stars were generally duller and smaller. The brightest stars observed in the video appeared often so we chose to threshold the data for a specific intensity. The challenge then presented to our intensity algorithm was that if we set the threshold too low, we would pick up too many small, dull stars and if we set the threshold high, we would have less data to use. In order to consistently find enough points for comparison between frames, we lowered the threshold adaptively until enough stars were found in the consecutive frame.
In addition to the thresholding challenge, we had to find the centroids of the stars to a high accuracy. Computing the centroid ensured that only the center of the cluster of pixels that made up a star would be matched. Utilizing the corner detection on the star images posed several problems.
Each individual star had the possibility of being composed of multiple pixels, which meant that corner detection could pick up on different pixels in various frames for the same star which produced blurry results by leading to inaccurate transforms. Instead we used K-means clustering to find the centroids of the stars. We provided as input to the K-means algorithm a list of all the locations of non-zero intensity pixels and one pixel in each connected component. By using the centroids as the points to align, we reduced the error of our alignment algorithm compared to using the detected corners.
Computing Descriptors.
4.3.1. Global Contextual Descriptor. The global contextual descriptor is the most fundamental descriptor for our method. It is the novel aspect of our research, and it's properties are relied upon for our method. As mentioned in the previous section, we use a corner detector to select our points for the sketch data. To define the global contextual descriptor, we compute a matrix that represents the relative distribution of the other points in regards to the selected point. Thus the selected point is not characterized by the value of its immediate neighborhood of pixels in the video frame, but rather by its relative position to other points in the overall picture. This global context provides a powerful descriptor for finding correspondences. In the two data sets we are considering, this contextual information leads to more variation in the descriptors relative to local features since many regions in the two videos look locally the same. This increased variation in descriptors allows for significantly better matching by reducing the false matches of locally similar points.
Recall that the contextual descriptor we use is taken from Belongie, Malik and Puzicha [4] . Now that we have a histogram for each point, we need to define a metric to compare two histograms. This metric function given by Belongie et al. [4] is defined for two histograms h i and h j as follows:
where h i (k) is the value of the k th bin of h i , along with a similar definition for h j (k).
The denominator normalizes the bins to keep bins with many points from dominating the comparison. Instead, only relative differences are considered. The global contextual descriptor does fairly well when the change between consecutive frames is subtle. However, it is not robust when large amount of detail is added between frames, for instance in the sequence of sea shell sketches, when the light pencil sketch is first replaced by the heavy ink work, many more points are detected as a result of the sharper corners produced by dark ink and light paper. This changes the overall point distribution, and skews the contextual information.
When there are significant rotations between frames, the descriptor fails to produce similar descriptors for the same point since the entire point distribution rotates, moving many points into different angular bins. This failure of the descriptor leads to incorrect matches which results in a miscalculation of the transformation. Later, we will show how to make the contextual descriptor rotation invariant in section 4.3.5.
Adding in Local
Descriptors. Our method also uses some additional local features to create an even more robust system of describing points. We use two such descriptors to augment the point matching. One uses color, which imitates the existing method of using image patches as local features, except that it uses only a single pixel per point rather than a patch made of several patches. This color descriptor is quick and easy to compute, and offers information not gathered in the BMP descriptor. The second extra descriptor uses the radial histogram of the BMP descriptor to count up nearby pixels of high intensity edge transitions. It is in effect describing the local structure of edges near the point, which offers additional information not found in our primary BMP descriptor, which describes the structure of the distribution of all the points selected for the current frame.
By also considering other descriptors, the matching can be improved. Though the BMP descriptor works fairly well on its own, multiple independent sources of information give the algorithm better chances at finding good point matches. Other local features may be useful, and this leaves room for future work. Adding more independent sources of information tends to lead only to improvements.
The equation used for synthesizing the three metrics (BMP, local color, local edge) is given below. Cost i represents the cost computed for "difference" between the two points p 1 and p 2 being compared according to the i th metric. The coefficients, w 1 ... w n , for this linear combination were experimentally optimized.
Cost total contains algorithms perceived difference between two given points, which will be used in finding point correspondences. If Cost total (p 1 , p 2 ) is low, p 1 and p 2 are points that are supposedly matching.
Local Descriptor:
Color. The color descriptor utilizes the color of the point in the image. It depends only on the point itself, not the overall point distribution. Thus, it is independent of the global contextual descriptor. This descriptor is useful, but it is not too effective alone. This is particularly true in our case, where the image is almost entirely shades of white, gray, and black.
Many different points in an image will have the same RGB values; this cannot provide unique matches. Furthermore, many points that should be matched will have different RGB values due to changes in illumination and noise from the camera sensor. However, since the different metrics are weighted accordingly, this information helps without hindering.
At each selected point, we use the RGB values of the single pixel at each point to compute the color cost according an Euclidean distance metric:
The subscripts i and j represent the two frames we want to align. r i and r j are the threedimensional RGB vectors of the pixels under the two points to be compared with the red, green,
and blue values at the points as independent components. Normalization adds robustness to illumination changes; if one frame is dimmer than the other, this change will be cancelled out. The process to compute this descriptor for a given reference point is as follows:
1. Apply a Prewitt filter, which highlights the edges of the image, to separate out a good set points:
In the resulting set of points, select the points with the maximum intensity to form the high-intensity edge data point set.
3. Compute a log-polar histogram of the distribution of high-intensity edge points nearby the reference point, as done for the BMP descriptor. To compute the cost for comparing these two metrics, we apply the same histogram metric (Eq.
4.1) as used in comparing the histograms of the BMP descriptor.
Rotationally Invariant Descriptor.
If we apply the frame alignment algorithm presented up to this point on two frames of star data that are significantly rotated, we obtain poor alignment. This is shown in Figure 4 .4 and motivates the need for rotational invariance in our descriptor. The lines in the figure indicate point matches between two frames; the lines connect a point in the frame to the coordinates of the best-matched point in the subsequent frame. This To handle significantly rotated frames, we modified our descriptor by using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to make it rotationally invariant. The DFT can be interpreted as a change of basis in a discrete setting. The coefficients are related to the frequency content of the signal as defined by equation 4.4. The magnitude is unchanged by periodic shifts, which is useful because the rotation of points is a periodic shift of the rows in the histogram which represent the angular bins of a particular concentric circle around the point. Therefore we can extend our contextual descriptor to be rotationally invariant by computing the DFT of the rows in the histogram and keeping only the magnitudes. This descriptor is a better alternative than using the normal aligning frames algorithm because it neutralizes the periodic shifts that one can witness in the context histogram. Whereas the normal aligning frames algorithm would not be able to recognize the point correspondences between rotated frames, our rotationally invariant aligning frames algorithm is able to match the frames with the same given information. However, information is lost when taking the magnitude of the DFT coefficients, so when rotation is not an issue, the non-rotationally-invariant descriptor may be more informative. The k th DFT coefficient of a vector x is defined by
A shift of s in the input vector x, causes X k to be multiplied by a complex number with an absolute value of 1. The following demonstrates why the magnitudes of the DFT coefficients are independent of periodic shifts. 4.4.1. Point Matching. To compute that transformation, we need to find pairs of points to match across the frames. One naive way for matching is to consider each point in one frame, and find the point in the next frame with the smallest value from our metric. In other words, for a given point p j in frame n, find point p k in frame n + 1 that minimizes Cost total (p i , p k ). This selection process is simple, and fairly effective. However, it does lead to a high amount of shared matches, where two or more points in one frame map to a single point in the next frame. In cases where the earlier frame has more points, this is guaranteed to happen.
These duplicate matches are particularly bad. Consider two points in one frame being mapped to a single point in the second frame, where one match is correct and the other is wrong. Our transformation calculation uses a least-squares optimization, which will try to appease both matches, and thus will fully realize neither. A good match is almost completely neutralized by a bad shared match. In cases where a point has no true matching point in the other frame, it is very likely to match up with a completely unrelated point and lead to unsatisfactory transformations.
Instead, we apply a simple greedy algorithm, a short-sighted algorithm that always picks whatever choice looks best at current moment, to find the best one-to-one matches. This process is simple and quick, but not guaranteed to produce the optimal set of point correspondences. However, it has the nice property of protecting the best matches from the influence of the others, since each point only get matched once. Points with no good match will be saved for later, and at worst will get matched with other bad points.
The algorithm can be expressed as:
1. Find the pair of points between the frames that are closest as defined by our metric.
2. Declare those two points a match and remove them from future consideration.
3. Repeat the above steps until we run out of points in either frame.
Eliminate Bad Matches.
The greedy algorithm works, but it still leaves some points poorly matched, especially since it continues until one frame has run out of points despite the presence of points that have no valid match. We try to remove the worst matches to improve our estimate of the transformation parameters. We go about this by removing the outliers of the transformation. This process has four main steps:
1. Use all the matches to compute a transformation, as laid out in equation (4.7).
2. Apply the transformation to the reference points in one frame and compare their positions to their presumed matches in the other frame.
3. Throw away the 20% of matches with the farthest distance after the transformation.
4. Recompute the transformation with the remaining matches.
If the point matches were ideal, the transformation would be exact and the transformed points would line up exactly with their corresponding points. Assuming the transformation is reasonably good, points will at least end up near their corresponding points. Points which remain far from their corresponding points after a transformation are likely incorrectly matched. Under our testing, the initial transformation from the greedy algorithm's matchings is good enough for this to be reliable; the inaccurate transformation should still map the correct matches significantly closer than the invalid matches. Just running one pass of this refinement algorithm provides effective results in removing bad matches. The final transformation is computed using just the remaining matches, once again using equation (4.7).
Results.
5.1. Comparison to RANSAC: Sea Shell Sketch. As a test of our method, we compare it to a prominent video stabilization method using local features to find point matches and RANSAC [13] to find the best transformation. The local features provide numerous point matches, many of which are incorrect. The basic idea of RANSAC is to pare down the matches by taking random samples of the point correspondences and finding inliers. Point correspondences that do not appear to fit with the same transformation as most of the group are labeled outliers and removed. This provides good results when given point correspondences that are mostly correct, but it relies on random chance. The non-deterministic nature of this method can be undesirable. One cannot always depend on RANSAC to give the same exact result each time.
Our method finds much more meaningful point matches. The ratio of correct matches to incorrect matches is high enough that reliable frame alignment can be achieved without needing to resort to the probabilistic techniques of RANSAC. This method is completely deterministic; the same input data and parameters will always return the same alignment. To compare the two methods, we provided both the same preprocessed Sea Shell Sketch frames and examined their respective outputs. This was done with a pre-existing implementation of RANSAC video stabilization [2] .
The comparison yields some promising results:
• RANSAC's stabilized video result isn't consistent. For every run, we get a different alignment of the video.
• Most of the runs of RANSAC failed significantly. Incorrect transformations were common, often translating the image completely out of the frame or zooming in on a small portion of the sketch.
• For RANSAC, although the last few frames done in ink were often aligned correctly, the alignment of the first few frames done in the light blue pencil sketch failed completely. They
were not aligned at all.
This example data shows a case in which the existing method relying on local features fails, for the video frames contain many regions that appear locally to be the same. Furthermore, the self-similarity of the spiral lead to incorrect scaling transformation being supported by many of the matches, which lead to unreliability in the random samples of RANSAC. Our method using the BMP descriptor and its use of contextual information allows it to succeed even on this particularly troublesome data set. The results of our video stabilization method are very encouraging. In Figure 5 .1, we show the average frames comparison for the sea shell sketch. On the left of Figure 5 .1 is the average frames of the original sketch sequence; on the right, is the average frames of the aligned sketch sequence.
Although slightly blurry, most of the shifts and rotations have been eliminated from the aligned frames, leading to a crisp average of the frames.
Star Alignment Result.
Recall that the comparisons made with synthetic data were shown in Section 4.3.5. Here we use real data and try to align frame 1 and frame 100. The figure 5.2 shows the sum of the first 100 unaligned frames from video, and figure 5.2 shows the sum of the first 100 aligned frames, which demonstrates the capabilities of this frame alignment algorithm. In the unaligned frames, the stars are visibily smeared as they rotate out of place; in the aligned frames, each star appears to a crisp stationary point of light.
6. Conclusion and Future Work. As shown through our method, use of contextual information is beneficial in video stabilization. As we demonstrate through our specific data sets, utilizing the contextual information can help increase the robustness of video alignment, especially when used on videos with properties that may confuse other algorithms. While we need further in-vestigation to determine how widely applicable this method is, we have successfully demonstrated that this technique of using contextual information is viable for video stabilization, even when confronted with some pathological data sets.
There are directions left for future work. First, although this method proves to be less computationally expensive than we originally thought, it still takes quite some time, especially when the amount of points selected increases drastically. Therefore looking into reducing the runtime cost is definitely a good idea. Second, our method as it stands currently reduces almost all the camera movement; however, there are still very small shifts left between frames. To eliminate this remaining inaccuracy and have a perfect alignment, we need to look further into how to find matches.
One avenue would be to integrate these contextual descriptors into other existing methods. Other potential improvements include considering more than two frames at a time to create smoother and more consistent transformations, and exploring new means of finding key points in each frame.
Trying to cluster points based on groups which appear to move together can lead to more flexibility and a possible tracking application. For example, in a video containing both a moving foreground and a moving background, being able to choose which movements are stabilized could be useful.
Furthermore, we want to try our method on other data sets and test its robustness on videos that have other special properties that challenge the conventional stabilization approaches. By testing our method on those videos, we hope to further improve our method and eventually develop a robust algorithm that achieves perfect alignment on numerous types of videos without requiring intervention and fine-tuning by the user. We also would like to compare our descriptors to more existing methods.
